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                                                                   Hodie Non Cras 



Name: John F. Mills                                                

Rank: Trooper 

Service Number: A 87289 

Born: August 20, 1923, Windsor, Ontario 

Discharged: March 1, 1946 

Served In: WWII 

Service: Canadian Army 

Battle Group: 2nd Canadian Armoured Brigade 

Regiment: Essex Regiment (Tank) and First Hussars 

Service Details: Trooper Mills went ashore in France on July 12, 1945 as a truck driver with  

the rear echelon supplying ammunition, fuel, food and other essentials to the front line 

troops. 

Service Notes: The Essex Regiment (Tank) underwent countless changes during the war. 

Never issued tanks as their name would suggest, they trained as a Reconnaissance Regiment 

while in Canada. Upon arriving in Britain in 1943, they became a Vehicle Assembly Unit 

responsible for final assembly of vehicles manufactured in Britain and arriving from Canada 

in crates. They were disbanded in April 1944. 

In March 1945, John was re-badged a First Hussar driving a jeep for the “B” Squadron 

Commander. By war’s end he had served from France through to Germany with a special  

assignment to Czechoslovakia driving with a convoy of trucks to help the impoverished 

country.  
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John Frederick Mills: His story before, during and after WWII 

 

John Mills, or “Jackie” his boyhood name,  was born in Windsor, Ontario, on August 20, 

1923, the son of Canadian born John Jesse Mills, a WWI veteran, and mother Winnifred 

Mable Gardner, an English born lass and a WWI war bride, one of 34,000 who followed 

their husbands to Canada.  (It’s estimated that during WWI, Canadian soldiers were 

marrying British girls at a rate of 1000 a month.)  Once back home, John Sr. took up 

carpentry and a domestic life with his new bride, moving through Chatham and Windsor 

to eventually settle in Sarnia.  

Ten years after the birth of John, the couple gave birth to Wayne Clifton Mills. Wayne 

was a long-time office employee for the City of Chatham.   d. October 17, 2011. 

Incensed by the Dieppe raid news in 1942, a 

true Canadian debacle, John  decided to 

forgo his civilian carpentry trade working 

alongside of his father  and join the army. 

While dealing with his mother’s fretting over 

his decision, he turned to his father, a Vimy 

veteran,  to  draw upon his   war experience 

as he offered parting advice:  “You’ll have 

good times and bad; it’s up to you to make 

the best of the good ones.” Valuing those 

words, the no longer young “Jackie” went off to war applying his father’s advice 

wherever the army sent him. 

With dogged determination so indicative of John throughout his life, he hitchhiked to 

Windsor and joined the Essex Regiment (Tank) on October 23, 

1942.  

Comments upon his enlistment inserted in John’s Attestation 

Papers by the Army Examiner,   Lieutenant J.E. Smith, speaks 

volumes when we begin the search in this biography as to what 

type of man we are about to examine yet again, years later. 

Lieutenant Smith noted: “A  man of higher that average ability and 

suitable stability. Seems a good, straightforward, hardworking type 

of lad. Should prove suitable as a driver and be capable of 

accepting responsibility.” This early “suitable driver” assessment 

was derived from John’s past working history as a part time truck driver at slack times in 

his construction trade and served, or perhaps was seized by the army, as his service 

designation throughout the war.  
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The same Army Examiner noted that John liked some sports, smokes and drinks only 

occasionally, has a regular girl friend, (later his wife) doesn’t dance, not musical and 

likes to read mechanical science magazines. His Scouting for two years and 2nd Class 

Badge only added to his overall acceptance as the Canadian Army’s newest recruit: 

Trooper John F. Mills, Service No. A 87289. 

One reason he chose this Essex Regiment over its 

Windsor cousin, the Dieppe decimated Essex Scottish 

Regiment, was because they were a tank unit which 

he determined would demand no walking or slogging 

through mud – just the job. While his reasoning may 

have been sound, his choice came with some 

reservations: he rejected a cold, wet, hole in the 

ground in exchange for a large cold, steel, sitting duck. 

What’s more, he couldn’t have anticipated the twists and turns his regimental choice 

would bring but neither could the Essex Regiment.  

The history of the Essex Regiment (Tank) outlined below, provides an interesting 

background to the overall history of both the armoured corps and the  army’s struggle to 

cope with the  ever changing war. That total history is not part of this narrative, but 

stated briefly it involves the frustrating  lack of equipment and planning direction 

explained by both government financial restraints  and  constant wrangling between 

influential senior officers who disagreed on too many important issues, leaving needed 

decisions languishing far too long.    

Referencing our history in The Gallant Hussars, there is a wonderful, short description 

of  military acumen summing up this period and all subsequent ones very well: “In every 

Canadian conflict from  South Africa to the Gulf, someone in Ottawa determines that the 

best way to meet the crises is through the creation of ad hoc units.” (p. 71). 

Yes, chronicling all which occurred before 

and during the war to  Canadian armoured 

units is a story of ad hoc changes all 

happening under the clang of the Ottawa ad 

hoc committees as they rifled through lists of 

new names and designations.  Despite the 

eyes watering and the head shaking when all 

is scanned through the filter of history, it’s still 

a fascinating story. Perhaps the Ottawa 

powers in charge at that time took 

consolation in believing the Germans were 

struggling with name changes too. 

At a quick glance we might come to the conclusion that it was a typical army SNAFU. 

                The decision making process 1937 
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The 1936-44 period of the Essex Regiment (Tank)  serves as a good ad hoc illustration 

at the regimental level: 

Today’s Windsor Regiment (RCAC) originated in Windsor, Ontario, on  December 15, 

1936, as The Essex Regiment (Tank) along with five other regiments which were 

merely re-badged from infantry to (Tank). This single honour of being the first Canadian 

armoured regiment since WWI, created as it was from scratch, was not to last as they  

succumbed to Ottawa’s whims. As the war progressed they became the 30th (Reserve) 

Reconnaissance Battalion (Essex Regiment) on 27 January 1942 and as the 30th 

(Reserve) Reconnaissance Regiment (Essex Regiment), CAC on 8 June 1942. (In 

the interest of brevity the post war constant DND abuse through re-designation of this  

Regiment is not listed here.) 

Eventually the Regiment along with new recruit John Mills, were posted west to 

Dundurn Saskatchewan for new training befitting their recon role. They helped make up 

the total 50,000 troops who trained at that camp during the war. Typically, this facility 

despite its distance from Ottawa, didn’t escape their gaze: initially the A 27 Canadian 

Armoured Corps Training Centre (A 27 CACTC) moved to Camp Dundurn 

from Camp Borden on January 28, 1942. Next, A 27 CACTC was later renamed A 27 

Canadian Reconnaissance Training Centre (A 27 CRTC).  

Just one more very important point to note: 

the Canadian Women's Army Corps (CWAC) 

established one of its first units at Camp Dundurn. 

That happy arrangement certainly took some of the 

sting and frostiness from the austere prairie army 

camp experience. 

Trooper John Mills after 75 years  didn’t remember the 

happy co-existence with the khaki clad ladies, too cold 

perhaps, his only recollection was the issue of some 

type of winter coveralls to put over their battle dress. 

He did think upon reflection the coveralls which served 

as better than nothing, had rather poor insulating properties assaulted as they were by 

arctic gales blasting unbroken across the prairie, disrupting 

their training. (No block heaters then for a quick start up on 

sub-zero mornings.)  

The vehicles issued for recon training were varied, all 

equipment still in short supply. Ironically, one used was a 

tracked, lightly armoured fighting vehicle from Great Britain: 

the Universal carrier, aka - Bren Gun Carrier, was as close to 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Canadian_Women%27s_Army_Corps
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a real tank that they would ever get, albeit in small numbers. Other driving-recon 

training was made up with trucks of all  types or any rolling stock available.  

Perhaps it was the assortment of vehicles offered to John 

at Dundurn which heightened his desire to drive any type of 

vehicle he was offered or could commandeer. Later in the 

war while in Europe, frustrated as a passed over “tanker” in 

a Tank Regiment which never happened, he purloined a 

Sherman and went “joy riding.” He drove it  for only one 

block then abandoned it at a crossroads, hopped out and  

proudly strutted off entirely satisfied that he would finish the 

war as a “tank driver” even though it was unofficial. (His face 

sports  a roguish smile telling this story today, going on to   utter a mild boast  that he 

had “a knack for driving”.) 

Later in the war, 1944-45, in an nothing short of ironical development,  the Essex 

Regiment’s Windsor home town industry, Ford Motor,  made 5000 of these carriers. Too 

late for the by then disbanded Essex; their only compensation and perhaps some small 

satisfaction derived, was  seeing this variation  named “The Windsor”. 

(As a matter of interest, Dundurn today is the Canadian Forces largest ammunition 

storage facility officially known as:  Canadian Forces Ammunition Depot Dundurn 

(CFAD) acting as the distribution centre for both domestic and overseas deployments.) 

Relying on the posted Regimental  History gleaned from the internet, we pick up the 

Essex story as they faced new challenges following Camp Dundurn:  

On December 2, 1942, LCol. Warnica, now commanding the Regiment, was informed that 

the Regiment was going to an unspecified task with the 2nd Canadian Division. Six months 

later, the Regiment still in Dundurn, word was received that they were off to the United 

Kingdom. The first leg of the trip was to Camp Borden, Ontario, arriving there in June, 

1943. On July 9th the Regiment headed for St John, New Brunswick then on to Nova 

Scotia arriving on the 12th. On July 18th the Regiment boarded the Queen Elizabeth bound 

for Greenock, Scotland, landing there on July 27, 1943. 

The CO was called to the office of General McNaughton 

where he was informed that the Regiment had another 

special assignment. There were a large number of 

unassembled military vehicles that needed to be put 

together. So, as luck would have it, the men of the Essex 

Regiment (Tank), many who joined the army to escape auto 

plants, found themselves as overseas auto workers. They 

would be paid $1.30 a day while their friends on the 

assembly lines in Windsor were getting $5.00 to $6.00 a day 

for the same work. In their final indignity, the one time 

armoured regiment designate, was downsized to become 

   Driver's seat Sherman tank 
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No. 1 Canadian Armoured Corps Company Canadian Assembly Unit. On April 6, 

1944, the active unit was disbanded and the personnel became reinforcements, parcelled 

out to other units for continuous active service.  

While engaged with the Assembly Unit and in preparation for the  impending invasion of 

Europe, John was delegated to waterproof vehicles and then test his work. To that end 

he would drive his handiwork aboard a Landing Craft and then down its ramp through a 

suitable depth of water and unto a beach. If it didn’t stall – a job well done – otherwise?  

Before leaving this sad chapter of dashed hopes and frustration, there are two 

distinctions the Windsor Regiment can value via its Essex Regiment (Tank) origin: First, 

they were the first regiment since WWI designated solely as armoured, their badge still 

proudly reminiscent of the original Essex Regiment (Tank) and the 1st Canadian Tank 

Battalion from WWI. Second, being newly created and having no traditional head dress, 

they stepped out onto the streets of Windsor in 1937 as the first Canadian armoured 

regiment to wear the coveted black beret, the tradition emanating from the British Royal 

Armoured Corps. 

           

 

 

 

Running parallel to changes at regimental level, were more of the same with the parent 

unit known since 1945 as the Royal Canadian Armoured Corps. The Corps history 

began on November 1, 1936, with the creation of the Canadian 

Tank School (CTS) which opened in the Royal School Building 

at Wolseley Barracks. In search for more training area,  on May 

1, 1938, they moved  to Camp Borden to  become the 

Canadian Armoured Fighting Vehicles School (CAFVS). The 

exclusion of “tank” in the title, despite creating six (Tank) Regiments in 1936, is an 

indication of the conflict which existed in Ottawa at that time with its future still in doubt.  

When the war broke out in September 1939, these same obstinate officers became so 

alarmed at this obvious threat, it prompted another change: they replaced School with 

Centre, with the added inclusion of Training, Training Centre, the “T” excluded, never 

appearing in the abbreviation. Thus it became the Canadian Armoured Fighting 

Vehicle Training Centre  (CAFVC). (This is why red-tabbed officers are paid the big 
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bucks.) Following the Blitzkrieg in 1940 some serious decision  was unavoidable giving 

birth on August 13, 1940 to the Canadian Armoured Corps (CAC) of which the First 

Hussars were one of four units to form the new Corps and selected for training at Camp 

Borden. 

On this important date both the First Hussars and the 

Fort Garry Horse were divisional cavalry regiments: the 

Hussars were the First Canadian Cavalry Regiment 

(Mechanised) ( 1 CCR (M) ). (This combined name 

clutter of horse and vehicle is a perfect display of 

headquarters confusion and indecision.) From the 

Illustrated History of the Armoured Corps (2000) the 

reality of this date is put into focus: “For the second time 

in a generation Canadian cavalrymen prepared for war. 

Twenty-five years earlier they had discovered that the role of horsed cavalry in modern 

war had become severely curtailed: this time they were to find that it had disappeared 

altogether.” (p. 76) 

Inexplicably,  the Essex Regiment (Tank)  was  excluded as one of the lucky four  

because, wait for it – they were a junior regiment! Tank – Shmank. They were shooed 

away with a, ‘You’re too young to play with the big boys. Go away’! So off to 

Saskatchewan they went to eventually suffer the ignominy of disbandment with no battle 

honours bestowed despite  all their troubles. 

By July 1943 the crossing of the Atlantic in converted passenger liners was a well run 

exercise. The Essex troops were fortunate to board the illustrious R.M.S. Queen 

Elizabeth, the largest liner afloat.  Launched in 1938 but 

never used as a passenger ship with the war looming, it was 

quickly converted to a troop ship by February 1940. (Part of 

the ship’s refitting for war, mounting additional guns, 

accommodation and painting, was done in Esquimalt B.C. in 

February 1942.) While cramped conditions aboard were less 

than ideal, compared to a prairie winter and austere barrack 

accommodations, the converted Queen seemed like a luxury 

liner to Trooper Mills. John remembered seeing the dance 

floor boarded over for protection from the 750,000 troops in 

heavy boots who eventually tramped over it before war’s end. 

A combination of skill and luck contributed to the Queen 

avoiding bombs and torpedoes as it circled the globe, surviving on  all  the world’s 

dangerous seas for a staggering half million miles to deposit safely, troops into all 

theatres of war. 

      CAC goes to war in WWI tanks 
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John and others aboard ship were detailed to help man the guns in the unlucky event of 

a German attack - surface ship or submarine. For him and thousands more, no 

emergency was encountered. The Queen’s 26 knots and constant zigzagging kept all 

aboard from harm. 

A common veteran testimonial given up years later, was how naïve they were to the 

horrors of battle prior to engagement. Taken as an example, the First Hussars were 

recruited in 1939 and began earnest training at Camp Borden in 1940. Once in Britain, 

this preliminary tank training was followed  by more of ever increasing  intensity: new 

tanks, new tactics, month after month.  

By the time the Regiment landed on D-Day in 1944, 

literally floating to shore in ships and  tanks, they 

were on a high: the years of training had bolstered  

their confidence to artificial proportions, beyond the 

violent reality of the reception awaiting them. When 

the shooting started, filling their nostrils and ears 

with  noise and smoke, with watering eyes 

witnessing death and destruction,  all naïve 

euphoria was soon dispelled. A new reality created 

fear and hope for survival, even prayer: “God help us” was a common refrain. Combat 

was not training and their attitude changed quickly.  

These same veterans recalling the shock encountered that day summarised it by 

stating: “Anyone who wasn’t afraid that day was a damn fool!” From that day on a new 

sense of wariness leading sometimes to foreboding, pervaded their every move. 

It’s against this backdrop which surprises us when John Mills after more than 70 years 

claims, truthfully it would seem, that he was never scared! His words to that effect were, 

“I was too busy to be afraid and too young to know better.” Even though he was not a 

front-line soldier he nevertheless served in an active theatre of war, and yet, he never 

fired a shot, was never fired upon, ran over no mines, encountered no booby traps, 

never threatened in any way. To him it was just a job of work and he did it well. Anyone 

who knows John can believe his words - he’s a straight 

ahead type of guy! 

His nonchalant attitude was so pervasive that he slept on 

occasion under a loaded ammunition truck. His only worry 

was be found out by his own NCOs and punished for his 

foolishness. It never happened.  

After landing in England while busily assembling vehicles, 

the Essex troops were nonetheless constantly aware that they worked in a war zone. 

No one could escape   the constant droning of passing aircraft headed for the continent 
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to deliver round the clock bombing. Once parcelled out to other units, John and others 

who would embark  for France, were ordered to exchange their uniforms and insignia 

for plain uniforms specially treated for a gas attack. At this late stage in the war with V-1  

rockets plummeting England hourly, the possibility of the enemy resorting to gas wasn’t 

left to chance. 

Note: The type of uniform issued to him prior to embarking for France, may have been 

something called an Anti-Vapour battle dress. This BD had been soaked in chlorine in case 

the Germans used chlorine or mustard gas. The theory was that the gases would stay in the 

material and never reach the skin. The chlorine washed out in water thus making them 

useless for anyone wading ashore, across rivers or out in the rain which of course happened 

often. Luckily, the Germans refrained from using this WWI weapon. 

Trooper John Mills’s role upon arriving in France, and for the remainder of the war, was 

to assist in a rear echelon capacity. A description of the rear echelon and its role is: the 

administrative and supply departments of an army; it’s that part of an army that is not 

needed to combat the enemy. 

In this capacity John and other mates in mid July, crossed the Channel in small boats of 

20 to 30 men, landing quite dry, not even getting a soaker as they gingerly balanced 

across planks to the beach from make shift piers constructed by Canadian Engineers. 

Nothing too good for our boys! This landing and subsequent ones, are held in sharp 

contrast to the June 6th reception veterans so vividly  recalled despite the passing of 

time. 

In turn, John described years later in an interview for CTV, 

that after landing, “We waited on a hill overlooking the 

water and were told not to venture off. It was dark and 

dreary. Army trucks came and we boarded these until they 

were full. We drove near water in France on country roads. 

About midnight the CO said ‘dig fox-holes or sleep on your 

blankets on the ground.’ We woke up to a lot of noise 

because we were next to an airfield made of steel mesh to 

keep the planes from sinking into the mud.” (Reflecting back 

on John’s reasons for joining an armoured regiment, one wonders if  while stretched out 

on the soggy ground, did he remember his initial aversion  to mud and wet?) 

Trooper Mills’s experience as a driver of various vehicles, tank excluded, skills learned 

through his recon training in Camp Dundurn, placed him once in the war zone as a good 

candidate assigned to Reinforcement Units from where he was delegated for  different 

driving assignments. These Reinforcement Units developed constantly in answer to the 

demands of the ever changing battle conditions (the names of these Units are too 

numerous to list and their actual identity not essential to understanding John’s overall 

war service). It’s enough to know that despite many changes he remained  a truck driver 

  No John, the tanks are over here. 
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delivering needed supplies to the front, including as we have learned, dangerous 

cargoes of ammunition which he regarded as just merely  good cover. 

The only significant interruption to John’s service while in 

Europe, was a period of hospitalization for some malady, 

its type lost in the mists of time. One particular memory 

he has of his sick time was visualising a large formidable 

nurse who demanded he drop his pants whereupon she 

stabbed his backside with a needle so big it “felt like a 

bayonet going in.” Sufficient to note that he successfully 

recovered and went on to lend a hand and help win the 

war.  

Eventually in March 1945, John was posted and re-badged 

with the   First Hussars where good fortune smiled down as he 

was delegated to drive the Squadron Commander’s jeep. This 

meant that he was on-call, providing him the needed time for 

his new found scrounging techniques. During a personal 

interview when pressed  to recall  moments of fear, he 

managed to conjure only one: he was forced to drive into a 

ditch when distance fire threatened to come closer. This seems 

small beer for a man existing daily in a theatre of war so we 

must conclude, and John will not disagree, he led a charmed life. 

Even greater charmed evidence than his ditch incident, is how lucky he was to escape 

death or serious injury which came to many as they scrounged the battle fields and 

devastated towns for prizes. The Germans in their determination to win the war, turned 

to applying dirty tricks by booby trapping all attractive battlefield debris - even food 

items, knowing that the curious souvenir hunters or the hungry, would retrieve them – 

and – Boom! The Guardian Angels hovered near John that’s for sure. 

Troops behind the lines were issued with Sten guns. 

This weapon was too much fire power for John, 

needless protection from an armed enemy who never 

appeared. At this point John showed some of his 

resourcefulness by bartering away as a non-smoker, 

cigarettes - you have to love this story - for cigarettes 

he rented a pistol from another soldier who liked to 

smoke. Rented mind you! Possibly the best part of the story is identifying the pistol as a 

– German luger! 

In a confession recently, John singled out his mother as the source for an endless 

supply of cigarettes. He had stopped smoking during the war, but discovering the 

            Who has the needle? 
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bargaining power of the much sought after weed, he didn’t want to stop the profitable 

supply. 

The reader must keep in mind when reading over these somewhat 

lighter moments encountered during the war behind a combat zone, 

that John and all others like him, provided a valuable and essential 

service. When a man or woman walks into a Personnel Depot 

anywhere in Canada and signs up for the duration, that person has just 

signed away all their freedom. From that moment on the military, the 

army in this case, owns them. They will send you where they want and 

when. You will perform the duties they prescribe and not what you 

would like to do. Some become combat soldiers while others do not. It’s not like it or 

lump it - it’s like it or else! It was this simple random selection process exercised by the 

army  which placed John Mills in the rear echelon as a driver. No one has cause to think 

differently. 

A likeable guy is our boy John, a quality  he put to good use 

during his scrounging moments to make friends with some of 

the local people. In Holland he met up with a Dutch engineer 

who spoke English and took an interest in John’s civilian 

work as a carpenter. Becoming friends and impressed by the 

Canadian soldier’s quick, winning smile and easy way, believing him to be a man he 

could trust, they went off to a warehouse where the engineer had secreted behind a 

brick wall for preservation, a Ford car. Alas, John recalled that someone knew the 

secret which was passed on to the Dutch authorities who promptly commandeered the 

car, whisking it away to be used as a police car. It’s ultimate fate remains unknown; put 

it down to the fortunes of war. (John is a sensitive man and told this story with personal 

regret which stretched back all those years.) 

The announcement that “The war is over” was  heard the 

world over by a grateful public. In the field some rejoiced 

calmly with mere handshakes, some partied hardily with 

“liberated” beverages while still others were just simply 

glad for the news and turned their thoughts to home. In 

the recorded CTV interview, John recalled: “I was driving 

a jeep down a paved road in Holland. We pulled over to 

watch some planes coming in. We watched two Canadian 

planes – big bombers. We were going to be billeted in vacated German barracks. One 

of our tanks drove up to a window and hooked up a wire so we could listen to music on 

a radio. It was interrupted with ‘Germans…unconditional surrender.’” 

John didn’t smoke or drink so he in typical fashion calmly contemplated the future. His 

mind registered the obvious: “It was unbelievable – what now? It’s over!” Words don’t 

     Troops hitchhike back to Canada 
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stop bullets and nobody could be sure the Germans had heard or complied with the 

news. Shortly, John began to accept the facts and his mind returned to the same 

question: “It took awhile to sink in – after 3 or 4 years in the service I’d survived! I sat on 

a chair thinking ‘What now’” That question was undoubtedly shared by thousands more 

soon to be released from their military commitment. 

But before the army turned him lose along with the Regiment serving on German 

occupation duty, his driving skills were called upon to deliver vehicles to war-torn 

European countries. The much pre-war maligned and conquered Czechoslovakia, was 

favoured to receive trucks to help in their reconstruction. To that end, John and others 

made up a convoy driving down from Holland, depositing the vehicles with the proper 

authorities (supposedly proper – think Russian occupation) and driving back along the 

Danube in one common truck held back for that purpose. (The driver, not John, burned 

out the brakes descending a mountain road instead of gearing down.) 

The big job for the liberating forces before they were 

allowed to leave Europe, was to gather up all the military 

vehicles left scattered about that could be re-used. Trucks, 

jeeps and the odd American made Stag Hound received 

John’s attention, deposited in some field or other for safe 

keeping.  

In time with the post war chores completed, John returned 

to Canada with the Hussars via England. He found familiar surroundings on the Queen 

Elizabeth, walking the deck gazing down at the rotating propellers pushing them back to 

Canada  after first landing at New York in January 1946. 

After a brief stop in London to be de-mobbed, it was back onto the 

train for the short ride to Chatham and home. (His parents had 

moved there from Sarnia.) At the station he was greeted by his 

father and an old army buddy brought along to swell the reception. 

Their first comment from them harking back to old army days, was 

noting that he had more medals than they did. A job well done by all 

accounts it was estimated. 

Prior to receiving discharge papers, each soldier was interviewed to ascertain their 

future  plans and possibly to offer any army assistance to help achieve  a successful 

reintroduction to civvy street. The officer this time was Army Counsellor, Captain H. 

Thompson, who wrote that John didn’t want to be “tied down to any plan” beyond 

resuming  work alongside his father “as a carpenter’s helper.” In this interview John 

exhibited a trait which others have always noted about him: when he makes up his mind 

to do something – that’s it – it’s settled, his decision is final. Captain Thompson noted, 

“…he did not change this attitude appreciably during the interview.” He however 
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allowed, that John had “…above average ability …he could 

complete qualifications in carpentry in from 1 to 2 years on the 

job.” Let the record show that that’s what he did. 

When Corporal Jim Fisher of the First Hussars arrived home to 

Chatham, he walked the streets with thirty-six dollars in his 

pocket and wondered what he was going to do with the rest of 

his life. Trooper John Mills walked those same streets with 

considerably more money than Jim, but it wasn’t long before 

the answer to both his money’s future and his own became 

clear. His eyes still tear up when he recalled seeing his father 

venturing off to work riding a bicycle and carrying a ladder. That was it! With the same 

dogged determination exercised four years before when he hitchhiked to Windsor to join 

the army, he went to a car dealer, struck a deal and bought his father a truck proudly 

emblazing on the door “J. J. Mills and Son” - leaving one more glad duty to perform. 

What type of boy forgets his mother when he’s able to bear gifts? Not John who 

pressed into his mother’s hand the balance of his funds. 

Despite the term “dogged determination” having  been used more than 

once in this short biography of John Frederick Mills, it has not been 

overused because we are about to learn he exercised this bear-trap 

decision making process one more time which had lasting and happy 

consequences. Throughout the war he always regarded himself and 

never strayed from being  “a one woman man.” Before he was officially 

discharged on March 1, 1946, while still officially on leave, he 

proposed marriage to that one woman, the  girl friend left back home, 

Betty Elaine Brown. Struck by the older but still handsome, smiling 

young man in uniform just back from the war, she accepted. They were 

married on February 26, 1946. 

Betty, (b. December 16, 1927, d. July 23, 2009) was a skilled and 

successful sales clerk in a Chatham dress shop, a position she maintained after 

marriage while they remained in Chatham. 

John faithfully stuck to his commitment as a valued 

carpenter trainee with his father, a relationship that 

was not challenged by any inner family conflict so 

often found in some father-son relationships. Together 

they carried out renovations and home extensions, 

always working together as a team. In time as his 

father aged and looked for easier hours, John began thinking about new employment 

and after consulting with Betty, they decide to look for a new city. The couple were so 

much in tune with one another that they settled on finding a  new home near water: why 
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not  Point Edward on Lake Huron?  (It’s also up-river and wind from the Chemical 

Valley.) 

John’s easy manner and work ethics were quickly conveyed to 

prospective employers affording him good job opportunities by 

practically just for the asking. At Sarnia Coca-Cola plant, his abilities 

quickly earned employment and promotion to foreman, a position 

maintained for the next number of years.  

From the pop business John’s next employer was the government 

owned Marshall Gowland Manor: a long-term senior’s residence in Sarnia. This position 

working in maintenance, drew upon his mechanical abilities honed over the years in the 

army and working with his father, and moreover, the prospects for a good pension were 

secured. From here John retired to spend more time with his beloved Betty. 

One important component of retired life  for John and Betty, was the Bethel Pentecostal 

Church. The liturgy and people who attended, worshiping  and working together in a 

common bond, afforded the long-time married couple God’s  peace and serenity which 

had always been an important part of their lives. 

With Betty’s passing in 2009, John’s likeable and winning personality has won him a 

new help mate: Dawn MacDonald. She and her husband Ian, were neighbours of the 

couple in Point Edward where they remain in 2018 while John has taken up residence 

at Rosewood Manor in Sarnia. 

In more recent times, John has become acquainted to the First Hussars through Gene 

and Linda Smith who live in nearby Petrolia and who are also friends to the 

MacDonalds. Chummy huh! 

Major (Retd) Gene Smith, CD of the First Hussars, once he learned that John had been 

in the Regiment, assumed what might be pleasantly construed as a pseudo son-father 

relationship. He introduced John to the Regiment’s Association from which he has 

enjoyed meeting new  friends. The Hussars prides itself as a family which stands ready 

to embrace  old Regimental comrades to help in any capacity whenever called upon. 

The year 2015 marked the 70th anniversary of victory in Europe, VE Day, and the 

liberation of Holland. Gene persuaded John to fly for the first time in his life and return to 

Holland with a large contingent of the First Hussars and the Association. 

The CTV interview records John as saying, “Now I’m looking forward to going back to 

Holland – 70 years later. I’m waiting to go…”   

By all accounts John enjoyed himself immensely. That big smile, not diminished by 

years and age, attracted Dutch attention wherever he went. Despite the outward 

appearance there were inner doubts which needed addressing and fortunately for John 
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and all concerned, Gene Smith who shared a room with John, was there to act as his 

mentor. 

Perhaps as a consequence of his reflecting back to the war years and his rather 

peaceful behind the front lines war time experience, John felt self-conscious at all the 

attention paid to him by the grateful Dutch, receiving their open gestures of gratitude 

springing forward over all those years  honouring Canadian veterans for their liberation. 

They wanted to shake his hand which made John feel it was dishonest for him to be 

included with the fighting veterans when he didn’t contribute in a fighting role. 

 

Gene said, “Look John, think of all those men lying in all 

those cemeteries across Europe who can’t be here, why 

not represent them? Stand in for them and receive all this 

love and gratitude on their behalf?”  

Gene brilliantly put John at ease. His demeanor changed 

in an instant allowing him to enjoy all the accolades being 

bestowed by the Dutch to all Canadian WWII veterans. 

Good work and thanks to Major Gene Smith - a true example of the First Hussar caring 

fraternity. 

Sitting quietly in the MacDonald home interviewing John Mills in 2017-18, listening to his 

strong voice recalling over seventy years of memories and experiences, noticing that his 

bright blue eyes could sparkle  each time we landed on a happy point in time he is only 

too glad to relate, I began to appreciate how so many people before me felt on meeting 

and knowing this man. Here was a man, and I’ll assume his wife Betty was of like 

temperament, who loved life, loved people and above all else, loved God who bestowed 

upon him a very good life. In turn, I feel blessed and honoured to have met him and for 

this opportunity to perform a small part in helping others to know and appreciate the 

man, his sacrifice and his contribution to our lives today.  

 

 

Thank you John Frederick Mills.  
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Canadian War Medals: NW Europe                          

1939-45 Star 

France and Germany Star 

Defence Medal 

Canadian Volunteer Service Medal 

War Medal 1939-45 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Hodie Non Cras                                            Semper Paratus 

 (Today Not Tomorrow)                                                               (Always Prepared) 

                                                                         

                                                                                                          


